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Modern enterprises are pressured towards enabling faster decision making, fostering
collaboration, ensuring compliance and driving sustainable competitive advantage. Datadriven decision making plays an integral step towards achieving this goal. The methodology
towards inferencing from large volumes of data and quickly deriving actionable insights is
quickly becoming a necessity for enterprises to stay ahead of the game. A platform that can
aggregate across the disparate data sources, apply modern machine learning techniques in
both real time and offline context and derive actionable insights is increasingly becoming a
strategic platform investment for any enterprise.
In the Physical Security context, one of the reasons this presents such a daunting challenge
is that physical security operations typically employ several different point-of-control
systems and associated sensors / IoT technologies such as Physical Access Control Systems
(PACS), video surveillance, intrusion sensors, biometrics, visitor management, dispatch,
incident management systems and more. For the most part, these systems are not highly
integrated and provide siloed views of activity which fail to provide a complete picture,
precluding intelligent insights from being drawn since all the data is not being analyzed in
the same context.
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There are three steps that need to be taken to overcome
this challenge:
1. B
 ring data from these otherwise disparate
system technologies together onto a special
purpose unified platform.
2. Understand how and where to use this newly found
data intelligence to improve business processes.
3. Make this all very simple for users to incorporate into
business operations.
New developments in AI-powered software platforms can help alleviate both physical and
cyber threats by inferencing from large volumes of data to quickly triangulate small subsets
of pertinent information and provide actionable insights. This not only simplifies and
improves physical security operations while delivering tangible ROI and lowering TCO, it also
automates major security functions related to Physical Identity and Access Operations, SOC
Automation and Cyber-Physical Security defense.
Introducing Vector Flow’s (VF) platform that addresses the above challenges and make
this a reality. Vector Flow’s platform is built upon the core principles of real-time streaming,
high-availability, high throughput computing, resilience and reliability and achieve realtime decisioning, multi-threaded scalability, priority message processing and ensuring a
high quality of service in processing transactions. Conventional legacy Physical Identity
Access Management (PIAM) systems are store and forward based architectures – responses
to specific events are delivered as hard coded processes or rules. Decisions are made on
outdated data, operate on Data-at-Rest providing Analytics as after-the-fact incurring
decision latencies with an expectation that 15-20% transactions can be unsuccessful at any
given point in time. The four key benefits of using the Vector Flow platform include:

Real-Time Decision Making
The underlying VF platform uses real-time event-based Apache Kafka® streams that allows
for handling & processing large data volumes instantly with no lag time between the
triggered event to insight to action. This allows for Vector Flow powered applications such
as Workforce Identity and SOC Automation to react in real-time to event changes such as
ID/Access Change or an Insider threat activity. The
event streams can auto scale up/down (process up
to 1000+ messages/min) based on load conditions
while ensuring sub millisecond processing latencies.
Multiple events can be cascaded using flexible
playbooks and without having to rewrite the original
process definitions. AI and machine learning (ML)
convert event streams into insights and actions such
as making Recommendation for Access Approvals,
and Access Audits to ease self-service transactions,
Auto-detect new playbooks as and when access is
manually changed in PACS/PIAM etc.
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Automation
As enterprises are beginning to invest heavily in digital transformation, automation plays
a key role to stay ahead of the curve. The core underlying platform should possess key
characteristics such as real-time, scale-out, ingestion, highly available, throughput, reliability
etc. to power next generation of Applications that benefit from the processed data. The
Vector Flow Workforce Identity and the SOC Automation leverage the same underlying VF
Platform to automate several functions.
Examples from Physical Workforce Identity Suite include:
• A
 utomatically enable the right physical access to the right
user at the right place and at the right time instantly.
• M
 aximize Day 1 productivity with automated provisioning
upon on-boarding and changes.
• A
 utomatically adjust access as identities change roles,
departments, locations or leave the organization.
• S
 treamline and automate workforce identity on/off
boarding, credentialing processes as well as physical
access provisioning, into respective physical access
control systems.

Examples from SOC Automation include:
• T
 housands of devices automatically monitored & optimized, eliminating manual tasks
such as updating settings, unnecessary guard dispatches etc.
• Auto reduce any disruptions and risks from faulty or mismanaged devices.
• O
 ptimize your physical security device settings, highlighting devices that need attention
or repair and stopping them from creating distracting false alarms largely without
human intervention.

Data + Insights

ID, Card, Access Mgmt
Identity,
Access,
Audit
Privacy
Compliance

Audit, Privacy Compliance

Cost

GSOC Operations Mgmt

GSOC
Operations

Procedures + Playbooks

Personnel + Automations

Compliance

Risk

Infrastructure Health Mgmt

Customer Service
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OnDemand Compliance
Enterprises are under tremendous pressure to ensure that
business transactions are performed in a compliant manner.
With siloed system-of-record systems this quickly becomes
a challenge as the ability to traverse audit trail records across
disparate systems and demonstrating compliance to auditors
becomes a costly operation. The Vector Flow platform with
its rich Out-of-the-Box (OOB) connectors and audit playbooks
tailormade for your organization ensures that accesses granted
are always compliant. The core benefits include:
• A
 utomate all tasks that enforce and prove compliance to keep your organization “audit
ready” with internal controls as well as global government regulations including CCPA,
FISMA, GDPR, HIPAA, SOX, SOC 2 Audit, NERC CIP, TSA SD, and more.
• I nstant and continuous real-time analysis of all identity and physical access risks
including COVID related CDC/OSHA guidance on occupancy and notifications.
• I nsights into identity and access risks by user, facility, along with built-in remediation
recommendation.
• Automated access reviews tailormade for your physical security environment.
• R
 ecommendation Engine and Self-Certification reduces audit burden on managers by
making it very easy to review and certify access by person and by area.

Identify Risky Users & Patterns
The Vector Flow Platform collects and correlates rich
identity data and usage activity across your entire
enterprise and provides intuitive ID Risk Dashboards.
The real-time nature combined with advanced ML
detection algorithms help quickly spot risky users and
discover suspicious or anomalous access anomalies
that pose as insider threats. The core benefits include:
• S
 tay ahead of the security curve by proactively spotting risky users and access that pose
insider threats.
• D
 iscover suspicious or anomalous access such as risky users or misconfigured security
access policies to maintain continuous compliance across the entire organization.
• E
 nable sharing of KPIs to improve risk analysis and investigation between physical &
cyber security teams.
• D
 emonstrate the effectiveness of your PIAM program utilizing metrics with dashboards
that are shared with other stakeholders including executives.
• L
 everage experience from security practitioners, investigators, and 3,000+ real cases of
insider threats with deep learning techniques that eliminate the need to create complex
correlation rules.
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Technology Benefits
Real-Time Streaming
The core platform leverages real-time event-based Apache Kafka® streams that allows for
handling & processing large data volumes instantly with no lag time between the triggered
event to insight to action. This models the continuous and timely nature of most data in
contrast to scheduled (or batched) queries that legacy PIAM architectures are based on
-- allowing for real-time actionable triggers, computations
that auto scale based on load and is fault tolerant. The stream
processing architecture allows handling of large data volumes
that are much larger than other data processing systems. The
event streams are processed directly, and only a meaningful
subset from the data is persisted. Stream processing
decentralizes and decouples the infrastructure, reduces the
need for large and expensive shared databases. Instead, each
stream processing application maintains its own data and state,
which is made simple by the stream processing framework and
this naturally fits within a microservices framework.
Examples of streaming based scenarios include auto detecting change trigger events
such as New Request Access, Terminated Identity or Card Expiration instantly using the
distributed Kafka bus – allowing for multiple producers and consumers to cooperate using
specific topics of interest. Based on the data changes, inputs and learnings, specific trigger
actions either rule or machine learning (ML) based recommendations can be then triggered,
e.g., a specific user triggered self-service access request is approved or an email/text
confirmation for a specific request is sent out etc.
The deployment involves a cluster architecture – Kafka
broker, consumers and producers that are managed by a
zookeeper. A Kafka broker is a server running in a Kafka
cluster. Typically, multiple brokers work in concert to
form the Kafka cluster and achieve load balancing and
reliable redundancy and failover. Each broker instance is
capable of handling read and write quantities reaching
to the hundreds of thousands per second (and terabytes
of messages) without any impact on performance. Each
broker has a unique identifier and can be responsible for
partitions of one or more topic logs. To achieve reliable failover, a minimum of three brokers
are utilized — with greater numbers of brokers comes increased reliability.
Zookeeper acts as a centralized service and is used to maintain naming and configuration
data and to provide flexible and robust synchronization within distributed systems.
Zookeeper keeps track of status of the Kafka cluster nodes, and it also keeps track of Kafka
topics, partitions etc. Zookeeper itself allows multiple clients to perform simultaneous reads
and writes and acts as a shared configuration service within the system. Brokers utilize
Apache Zookeeper for management and coordination of the cluster. Kafka brokers also
leverage Zookeeper for leader elections, in which a broker is elected to lead the dealing with
client requests for an individual partition of a topic.
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AI & Data Workbench
The platform provides AI & Data workbench that
allows for easy machine learning (ML) recipe
creations and deployment. The deployed ML recipes
processes raw event data streams and translate
them into specific insights and actions such as
making Recommendation for Access Approvals,
Role discovery, or Access Audits to ease self-service
transactions etc. These recommendations are further
leveraged by the platform for:
• A
 ssisting admins such as GSOC Operations Mgmt.
or Infrastructure Health Mgmt. on designing
playbooks that are apt & unique to their physical
security ecosystem.
• A
 ssisting end-users by providing them advisories
on what access provisioning they should request.
• A
 ssisting system auditors with recommendations for audit purposes – e.g. Access Area
audit tasks should either be retained or revoked
• A
 ssisting facility managers area-owners with recommendations on the access
provisioning request(s) made to them and during auditing their areas.
AI-enabled decision making plays a key component of the platform driving advanced use
cases such as (1) detecting an anomaly event involving an insider threat, or (2) predicting an
occurrence event, such as predicting a certain badge reader that needs repair or (3) making
specific recommendations such as auto recommend workflows when a new employee
is hired etc. The platform takes advantage of recommendations coming out from the AI/
ML engines and convert them into specific actions such as blocking a perpetrator access
to a site, auto scheduling certain jobs based on certain triggers, eliminating false alarms to
ensure security operators have available bandwidth to deal with real threats etc.

Low Code Designer Studios & Out-of-the-Box Integrations
The platform provides full design studios and data platform
workbench capabilities to extend application logic, add
connectors, build playbooks, use/build ML models etc. using
low code approach. This reduces manually hard coded
scripting process to change or extend application logic.
Examples include changes to out-of-the box templates such
as custom application configurations, menu designer, report
& dashboard builder, form designer etc. This allows for new
applications and automations to be deployed quickly. Rich
interactive dashboards and visualizations present a rich whatif metrics driven scenario views to an operator.
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In addition, the platform comes with several Out-ofthe-Box (OOB) connectors and ML driven playbooks
that automate a broad set of function such as On/
Off boarding, auto approvals, role calculations,
audit functions triggered by specific events etc. The
platform supports Out-of-the-Box built-in connectors
with several 3rd party systems such as PACS, LDAP/
AD system, Databases, Video feeds, Biometrics, IOT
sensors etc. The received data from these systems is
processed in via Stream processors and transformed
into internal normalized states that’s then processed
by several downstream modules such as AI/ML,
runbooks, scheduler, invocation of 3rd party gateway
services etc. The platform supports integrations via various kinds of interface connectivity, for
instance, real-time sync via Rest API, file dump (.txt, .csv, .xml, json) and by uploading to an FTP,
SFTP server etc. Vector Flow is database agnostic but recommends the deployment with a MS
SQL Server or Oracle DB.

Deployment
Vector Flow’s multi-tier scalable application designed to support a wide range of deployment
options. Every module/node of the system can scale linearly (1-n) both in a physical or virtual
environment. To ensure optimum performance and fault tolerance, a 3-node environment
behind a load balancer is recommended. A typical 3-node clustered configuration deployment
is recommended for high availability. Each of the individual component nodes can scale linearly
based on dynamic load and throughput requirements.
The core software is microservices based, can be independently deployed as part of continuous
upgrade to the system and highly scalable. The software can be deployed On-Premises, in
your own private cloud or in your choice of public cloud. Upgrades are straightforward as all
customizations are automatically preserved and don’t have to be manually migrated. Changes
can be deployed by customer and/or system integration partners.
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Summary
• F
 eature-Rich out of the Box Modules that offer extensive capability over the
competitors, clear cost-to-value, and extensible via our Designer Studios.
• A
 rchitectural superiority to anything on the market – with a robust Kafka-based, realtime event streaming platform that is secure, reliable, and highly scalable.
• D
 ata-driven platform which supports an in-built Machine Learning (ML) platform and
domain-centric, actionable insights to support security operations.
• R
 educe Deployment time to ensure there is rapid time to achieve business goals.
The core software can be deployed on-premises, in a private cloud or as a fully hosted
solution.
• L
 ow Code Designer Studios that act as a workbench to build / modify / extend the
application. The Design Studios are a collection of tools to manage the user interface,
integrations, workflows, rules, communications, and reports.
• A
 I and Machine Learning: Supports advanced AI/ML techniques to identify patterns and
detect anomalies, make predictions and/or provide specific recommendations. Vector
Flow has data centricity at its core.

About Vector Flow
Vector Flow is dedicated to using machine
learning and automation to deliver improved
operational efficiencies and effectiveness
across the entire physical security domain. The
company’s advanced cloud-enabled and onpremises platform converts raw security data
from multiple sources into intelligent insights
to drive operational performance and business
results. Vector Flow solutions leverage data
intelligence to automate business processes,
tasks, and workflows to reduce security
distractions and expand continuous intelligence
– allowing security personnel to focus on tasks
that really matter and make decisions faster.

Learn more at vectorflow.com
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